Loss of AKAP150 perturbs distinct neuronal processes in mice
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A-Kinase Anchoring Proteins (AKAPs) ensure the fidelity of second messenger signaling events by directing protein kinases and phosphatases toward their preferred substrates. AKAP150 brings protein kinase A (PKA), the calcium/calcmodulin dependent phosphatase PP2B and protein kinase C (PKC) to postsynaptic membranes where they facilitate the phosphorylation dependent modulation of certain ion channels. Immunofluorescence and electrophysiological recordings were combined with behavioral analyses to assess whether removal of AKAP150 by gene targeting in mice changes the signaling environment to affect excitatory and inhibitory neuronal processes. Mislocalization of PKA in AKAP150 null hippocampal neurons alters the bidirectional modulation of postsynaptic AMPA receptors with concomitant changes in synaptic transmission and memory retention. AKAP150 null mice also exhibit deficits in motor coordination and strength that are consistent with a role for the anchoring protein in the cerebellum. Loss of AKAP150 in sympathetic cervical ganglion (SCG) neurons reduces muscarinic suppression of inhibitory M currents and provides these animals with a measure of resistance to seizures induced by the non-selective muscarinic agonist pilocarpine. These studies argue that distinct AKAP150-enzyme complexes regulate context-dependent neuronal signaling events in vivo.
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Sophisticated systems have evolved to manage the spatial and temporal organization of signal transduction pathways. A-Kinase Anchoring Proteins (AKAPs) target various protein kinases and phosphatases to subcellular environments where they control the phosphorylation state of neighboring substrates (1). Movement of enzymes in and out of multiprotein complexes contributes to the temporal regulation of signaling. Hence genetic manipulation of AKAP expression impacts the specificity and magnitude of cellular regulation within the context of the whole organism. This is particularly evident in the central nervous system where the elongated and branched morphology of neurons creates many intracellular compartments where AKAPs synchronize neuronal events (2–4).

AKAP79/150 is a family of three orthologs (human AKAP79, murine AKAP150, and bovine AKAP75) each initially defined on the basis of its ability to tether the type II PKA holoenzyme (4, 5). Additional binding partners were subsequently identified including PP2B and PKCα (6, 7). Thus, AKAP79/150 complexes can to respond to intracellular second messengers such as cAMP, calcium and phospholipids (7). Furthermore, the simultaneous anchoring of signal transduction and signal termination enzymes influences both forward and backward steps of a cellular event. For example, AKAP79/150 complexes can influence the phosphorylation and action of transmembrane proteins including G protein coupled receptors and adenylyl cyclases (8, 9). Loss of AKAP79/150 from heart cells contributes to the onset of angiotensin II-induced hypertension (10). Electrophysiological approaches have established a role for AKAP79/150 in the modulation of ion channels such as AMPA type glutamate receptors, L-type calcium channels and various potassium channels (11–13). This collective work supports the concept that AKAP79/150 assemblies different customized combinations of binding partners (14, 15).

AKAPs have been implicated in the coordination of higher order neuronal events such as the regulation of synaptic strength and inhibition of neuronal excitability and auditory fear conditioning (16–18). Many of these studies have used non-specific reagents to disrupt PKA anchoring. Only a few studies have been able to ascribe the regulation of specific neuronal events to a particular AKAP. Mutation of AKAP150 to prevent PKA binding abolishes certain forms of hippocampal LTP and blocks phosphorylation of the L-type calcium channel (19, 20). Genetic ablation of another AKAP (WAVE-1) changes the morphology of dendritic spines. These mice have defects in neuronal outgrowth and spatial memory retention suggesting that WAVE-1 coordinates aspects of neuronal morphogenesis and the fidelity of synaptic connectivity (21).

We show that loss of AKAP150 is associated with an exclusion of the PKA holoenzyme from hippocampal dendritic spines, changes in synaptic transmission and deficits in memory retention. We identify behavioral defects associated with perturbed cerebellar function and a reduced ability to inhibit M-type potassium channels upon muscarinic stimulation in SCG neurons.

Results and Discussion

Generation of AKAP150 Knockout Mice. The AKAP150 coding region is contained within a single exon. Recombiner techniques were used to insert loxP recognition sequences on either side of the AKAP150 exon. The targeting vector was completed when a neomycin resistance cassette flanked by FRT recombination sequences was inserted downstream of the AKAP150 exon (Fig. L1). This construct was transfected into mouse embryonic stem cells (ES) by electroporation. Neomycin-resistant cells containing both 5′ and 3′ loxP recombination sites were identified by PCR. Positive ES cell-lines were used to generate chimeric mice. Mouse containing the AKAP150 transgene in germ cells were crossed with the FLPeR mouse strain to remove the neomycin resistance cassette. Deletion of AKAP150 was obtained when heterozygous (+/−) mice were crossed with a ubiquitous Cre deleter strain. Matting of +/+ mice produced the expected numbers of homozygous null (−/−) progeny. Genotyping of the F2 offspring was performed by PCR. Primers annealing downstream of the AKAP150 exon, but upstream of the 3′ loxP sequence, produced a 763-bp band in wild-type (+/+).
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and +/− progeny (Fig. 1B, lanes 1 and 2). Primers annealing upstream of the 5′ loxP sequence and downstream of the 3′ loxP sequence exclusively produced an 1192-bp PCR product in −/− progeny (Fig. 1B, lane 3).

Characterization of AKAP150 null phenotype was conducted on several levels. The anchoring protein was detected in brain extracts isolated from +/+ and +/− mice, but was absent from −/− mice (Fig. 1C, top immunoblot). Detection of α-tubulin was used as a loading control (Fig. 1C, Lower). Similar results were obtained upon 32P-RII overlay. A prominent RII binding band of ∼150 kDa was detected in +/+ brain extract but was not detected in corresponding samples from AKAP150 −/− mice.
The results show that loss of AKAP150 perturbs targeting of the PKA holoenzyme in a manner that favors accumulation of the kinase in the dendritic shaft. This may represent a redistribution of the kinase mediated through interaction with MAP2, a prominent anchoring protein was detected in several hippocampal structures including CA1, CA3, and dentate gyrus (Fig. 1 E and F). AKAP150 was not detected in coronal brain sections from −/− mice (Fig. 1 G and H). The brains of these animals had no obvious morphological abnormalities (data not shown). Fluorescent Nissl staining was used as a marker for hippocampal neurons (Fig. 1 F and H).

A defining property of AKAP150 is the ability to tether the type II PKA holoenzyme at the postsynaptic densities of neurons (5). Immunofluorescence techniques were used to compare the subcellular location of PKA subunits in cultured hippocampal neurons. The anchoring protein (green) was concentrated in the dendrites and spines of +/+ neurons (Fig. 1 I and K). A significant proportion of this signal overlapped with the pattern for RII (blue; Fig. 1 J and L). In contrast, RII staining was excluded from the spines in AKAP150 −/− neurons (Fig. 1 M–P). Parallel studies examined the subcellular distribution of AKAP150 (green) and the C subunit of PKA (red; Fig. 1 Q–X). There was significant overlap of AKAP150 and C subunit in the dendrites and spines of +/+ hippocampal neurons (red; Fig. 1 R–T). However, the majority of the C subunit was excluded from dendritic spines in AKAP150 −/− neurons (Fig. 1 U–X). Golgi staining revealed that the morphology and number of dendritic spines was similar in +/+ and −/− neurons (Fig. S2). These results show that loss of AKAP150 perturbs targeting of the PKA holoenzyme in a manner that favors accumulation of the kinase in the dendritic shaft. This may represent a redistribution of the kinase mediated through interaction with MAP2, a prominent AKAP found in the dendritic cytoskeleton (23).

The altered location of these PKA subunits in AKAP150 −/− neurons is shown in Insets (Fig. 1 L and P, T, X). This provides some of the most compelling cellular evidence to date that AKAPs control the location of the PKA holoenzyme in vivo. Therefore, we reasoned that AKAP150 null mice might have altered hippocampal function.

Electrophysiological and Behavioral Analyses Uncover Hippocampal Deficits in AKAP150 Knockout Mice. Experience-induced remodeling of hippocampal neural networks is essential for the higher-order cognitive processes of declarative memory, including spatial learning and memory (24). The movement of glutamate receptors in and out of synaptic membranes contributes substantially to network plasticity by regulating postsynaptic ion flow in response to the release of neurotransmitters (25). Several AKAP signaling complexes have been implicated in the modulation of hippocampal AMPA-type and NMDA-type glutamate receptors (3, 26). We have demonstrated that AKAP79/150 directs PKA and PP2B toward AMPA receptors to facilitate efficient channel regulation. PKA phosphorylation of Ser-845 on the GluR1 subunit of the AMPA receptor stabilizes this current. An AKAP150-anchored pool of PP2B opposes this process (11) (Fig. 2 C–E). Immunoblot analysis with phosphopeptide antibodies detected phosphorylation of Ser-845 reduced by 51.2 ± 11% (n = 5) in AKAP150 −/− synaptosomal fractions when compared with +/+ controls (Fig. 2B). Whole-cell patch clamp analyses assessed the impact of AKAP150 loss on AMPA currents. Attenuation of glutamate-dependent AMPA currents...
was slight in +/- neurons (Fig. 2C, white). However, agonist-dependent downregulation of the channel was pronounced in AKAP150 +/- neurons (Fig. 2C, black). Delivery of PKI 5–24 peptide, a PKA-specific inhibitor, induced similar agonist-dependent downregulation of AMPA channels in +/- neurons (Fig. 2D, white) with no additional effect in AKAP150 knockout neurons (Fig. 2D, black). When these findings are considered in light of our immunocytochemistry results they support a model where AMPA currents are sustained when PKA is tethered at synapses via association with AKAP150.

Additional experiments in AKAP150 +/- neurons showed that agonist-dependent rundown of the channel was blocked upon application of the PP2B-selective inhibitor FK506 (Fig. 2E, diamonds). Regulation of AMPA currents was unaffected by the PP1/PP2A-selective phosphatase inhibitor okadaic acid (Fig. 2E, triangles). Congenital loss of the anchoring protein has a less pronounced effect on AMPA channel regulation than acute removal of AKAP150 by RNA interference (15). Ablation of the AKAP150 gene may trigger an adaptive response that promotes a subtle and compensatory elevation in PP2B activity within the vicinity of the channel. This seems plausible as PP2B (calcineurin) is abundant, representing ~1% of total brain protein (27). Consequently, a modest redistribution of PP2B to the synapse could compensate for the loss of AKAP150. Alternatively, local regulation of AMPA channels in AKAP150 knockout mice may be performed by pools of PP2B tethered to other phosphatase-anchoring proteins such as Cain/cabin or MCIP1/2 (28, 29). However, another explanation is that PP2B activity is just dominant under these conditions.

Changes in synaptic efficiency are believed to contribute to memory storage (17). In the hippocampus, long-term depression (LTD) is a weakening of synaptic strength that is used as a cellular index for memory retention (30). LTD is a calcium-dependent process that is accompanied by dephosphorylation of postsynaptic PKA substrates including AMPA receptors (31, 32). PKA anchoring has been implicated in the induction of LTD, although the AKAP involved has not been identified (16). Thus, loss of AKAP150 could alter LTD. LTD was measured at SC-CA1 synapses in hippocampal slices using field recording technique (16). The induction of LTD by low frequency stimulation (LFS, 1 Hz for 15 min) was markedly reduced in the +/- mice (Fig. 2F, black). This reduced synaptic depression could be explained by the lack of PKA in the spines of AKAP150 null neurons (Figs. 1 I–X). Loss of anchored kinase could limit the phosphorylation of postsynaptic substrates that are required to initiate LTD. No deficit was observed when AKAP150 +/- mice were evaluated for LTP (data not shown). This agrees with previous reports showing that LTP induced by a single tetanus of 100 Hz is normal in mice that express a PKA anchoring inhibitor transgene or AKAP150 knock-in strains that lack the ability to anchor PKA (17, 19).

Bear and colleagues used a cell-soluble PKA-anchoring inhibitor to show that global disruption of PKA targeting blunts the induction of LTD (16). The net effect is dephosphorylation of Ser-845 on GluR1 and internalization of the AMPA channel by endocytosis (26). This certainly tallies with the whole-cell electrophysiology recordings in Fig. 2F, where genetic removal of AKAP150 might favor a phosphatase-dominant environment that occludes induction of LTD. Interestingly, genetic removal of another neuronal anchoring protein, WAVE-1, produces a similar phenotype. However, the suppression of LTD in WAVE-1 knockout mice proceeds via a different mechanism where the sparse dendritic morphology of WAVE-1 null neurons may underlie changes in synaptic transmission (21). This is in contrast to AKAP150 +/- neurons, where Golgi stain analysis did not detect changes in spine morphology or numbers compared with +/- (Fig. S2).

Changes in LTD are believed to underlie deficits in neural function that impair learning and memory. Therefore, three cognitive tests were initiated to monitor hippocampal performance in age matched +/- and AKAP150 +/- mice. The Morris Water Maze evaluates spatial learning and memory. Initially, mice were trained over 2 days (6 trials per day) to swim to a visible platform (cued training). Both genotypes learned to locate the visible platform and exhibited similar swim velocities (+/+: 16 ± 0.4 cm/s n = 10 mice vs. +/-: 14.9 ± 0.5 cm/s n = 8 mice). During days 3 to 5, both genotypes were trained (6 trials/d) to locate a hidden platform that was submerged (acquisition). One h after the final acquisition session, the platform was removed and the mice were evaluated for spatial memory retention (probe trial). Neither genotype identified the target quadrant in the first probe trial (data not shown). On day 2 of the probe trial, the +/- mice preferentially searched the target quadrant (Fig. 2G, Left) whereas AKAP150 +/- mice still swam around randomly (Fig. 2G Right). The Light–dark test assesses anxiety by measuring the percentage of time that a mouse chooses to occupy a darkened compartment over a 10-min period. Wild-type mice spent 59 ± 7% of the time (n = 12) in the dark, whereas AKAP150 +/- mice only spent 43% ± 6 of the time in the dark (n = 12). Collectively, these studies indicate that AKAP150 +/- mice harbor deficits in spatial memory retention and show reduced anxiety.

Due to the prominence of AKAP150 in the cerebellum (Fig. 3A), three behavioral tests investigated whether the +/- mice exhibited abnormal motor skills. Rotordor tests evaluate sensorimotor performance on a bar that revolves with steadily increasing speed. The latency of each mouse to fall was measured three times daily over a three-d period. AKAP150 +/- mice consistently performed more poorly than their +/- littermates although they improved with training (n = 8; Fig. 3B). This inferred that AKAP150 +/- mice had deficits in motor coordination or strength. Therefore, both attributes were evaluated separately. The Inclined-screen evaluates coordination by recording the frequency of missteps while mice climb an upward sloping wire lattice over a five-min trial period. An average of 1.3 ± 0.4 (n = 8) forelimb missteps were recorded for +/- mice (Fig. S3). The AKAP150 +/- cohort was less coordinated with 3.1 ± 0.9 (n = 8) recorded forelimb missteps. More pronounced deficiencies in hindlimb coordination were observed (+/+: 2.1 ± 0.5 missteps vs. +/-: 9.8 ± 2.4 missteps, n = 8; S3). Together the AKAP150 +/- mice were 3.8-fold more prone to missteps than their +/- littermates (+/+, 3.4 ± 0.4, +/-, 12.9 ± 2).
Control experiments confirmed bradykinin B2 receptor-mediated suppression of the channel was similar in wild-type (n = 9) and AKAP150 knockout mice (n = 12; Fig. 4B). Bradykinin-mediated suppression of the M current occurs via an AKAP150-independent mechanism that requires Gq and intracellular calcium (15). Although the muscarinic suppression of the M current is reduced in AKAP150 knockout mice, it is not completely lost. This remaining component most likely involves the depletion of PIP2 caused by PLC activation, which has been identified as major mechanism for the muscarinic suppression of the M current (37). Nonetheless, our data show that AKAP150 also contributes to the muscarinic suppression of the M current in vivo. Thus, at least three independent pathways to suppress the M current. These include depletion of PIP2, occupancy of the bradykinin receptor to elevate intracellular calcium, and an AKAP150-dependent pathway that involves PKC.

M currents are essential in setting the resting membrane potential to control the excitability of neurons (38). Supraphysiological suppression of M currents with a non-subtype specific muscarinic agonist such as pilocarpine or transgenic expression of a dominant interfering M channel subunit that favors neuronal hyperexcitability has been implicated in the onset of seizures (39, 40). Further, support this concept comes from studies with m1 muscarinic receptor knockout mice showing that they are resistant to pilocarpine-induced seizures because the m1 receptor is not in place to transduce signals to the M channel (39). Since AKAP150 contributes to the muscarinic suppression of this channel, we examined whether AKAP150 null mice were less prone to induced seizure. More AKAP150−/− mice were resistant to seizure after peritoneal injection (300 mg/kg) of pilocarpine (Fig. 4C). Paradoxically, once induced, they progress more rapidly through the recognized stages of seizure (Fig. 4D). This apparent paradox may be explained by a two-step theory for pilocarpine seizure proposed by Solberg and Belkin (40) suggesting that muscarinic suppression of the M current permits excitation neuronal events to predominate (40). One aspect of this “hyperexcitatory condition” is the establishment of a glutamate-dependent “feed forward” mechanism that engages and activates the NMDA and AMPA-responsive channels to propagate the seizure. Since AKAP150 signaling complexes regulate both M channel and AMPA receptors, it is reasonable to assume that distinct AKAP150 complexes may coordinate events that temper seizure induction threshold and enhance seizure progression. Future studies are planned to test the contribution of NMDA receptors in this process.

In conclusion, we have shown that genetic removal of AKAP150 changes the local signaling environment to affect how second messenger-dependent kinases and phosphatases govern excitatory and inhibitory neuronal processes. In the hippocampus, mislocalization of PKA (and possibly PP2B) alters the bidirectional modulation of postsynaptic AMPA receptors with concomitant changes in synaptic transmission and memory retention. Likewise, the reduction in strength and motor coordination seen in the AKAP150 null mice is consistent with a role for the anchoring protein in the cerebellum. Finally, we found that loss of AKAP150 in SCG neurons lessens the muscarinic suppression of inhibitory M currents, and that some of these animals had an increased resistance to the drug pilocarpine, a strong muscarinic agonist. These studies provide functional validation for a model in which distinct AKAP150-enzyme complexes regulate context-dependent neuronal signaling events.

Methods

Animals. Mouse colonies were kept at the OHSU Department of Comparative Medicine under IACUC-approved protocols. Mice were housed individually during behavioral tests (administered in order of increasing stress).

RII Overlay and Immunohistochemistry. RII overlay assays and immunohistochemical analysis was performed using a method published in ref. 5 with modifications noted in SI Methods.
Cultured Neurons. Primary hippocampal neurons were cultured from postnatal day 1 mouse embryos and used for 13–15 d in vitro (DIV). SCG neurons were isolated from 2-wk old mice and cultured as described in ref. 12. Modifications are noted in SI Methods.

Electrophysiological Measurements. Whole-cell recording of isolated cells was done as described in ref. 15. Modifications are noted in SI Methods.


Behavioral Tests. The Morris Water Maze, Rotorod, Inclined Screen, and Wire Hang behavioral tests were performed as described in ref. 21. Analysis of pilocarpine-induced seizure is described in SI Methods.
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